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IC Realtime & Savant are making history

The new partnership will delight dealers on a whole new level.
[Pompano Beach, FL August 23, 2019] IC Realtime, a leading digital surveillance manufacturer, is
making some very bold moves for 2019. It is no secret that Savant is a recognized leader in the field
of home control and automation, which is why we believe strategically partnering with Savant is a
near-perfect alliance. “Over the last decade, we’ve been perfecting integration with Savant”, says
Chris Callaway - IC Realtime’s Director of Technology.
This new and exciting collaboration means that dealers can expect to find benefits ranging from ease
of procurement to enhanced automation. IC Realtime currently offers over a dozen products that
seamlessly integrate with Savant’s robust yet simply luxurious platform. Our direct dealers, as well
as Savant’s, will benefit from reduced deployment times while offering their end-users a powerful
automation experience.
In this day and age, the ability to play well with technology partners is a delightful attribute. It’s
that spontaneous & childlike joy of asking “How can I embrace what you have and broaden the
magnificence?”. The latest Savant operating system software 9.1 includes brand new component
profiles available for the SKUs listed on the Savant store, enabling rich H.264 video with rapid
deployment and broad support. IC Realtime devices are now being developed with HTML5 in mind.
No active X controls or plugins means any browser is compatible - music to the ears of the Savant
community.
Savant is known as the first home automation company to embrace mobile technology whereas IC
Realtime has not only pioneered bringing surveillance to the cloud but has also pushed the limits
with 360 & 720-degree solutions. A company that took first place in the ‘CEPro 100 Security Camera
Category’ for 6 straight years [2012-2017].
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About IC Realtime
Established in 2006, IC Realtime is a leading digital surveillance manufacturer serving the residential,
commercial, government, and military security markets. With an expansive product portfolio of
surveillance solutions, IC Realtime innovates, distributes, and supports global video technology.
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